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The “Vienna Code” (McNeill & al. in Regnum Veg. 
146. 2006), incorporating changes to the International 
Code of Botanical Nomenclature adopted at the XVII In-
ternational Botanical Congress in Vienna, Austria, was 
published on 20 September 2006. In accordance with its 
Division III (Provisions for modification of the Code), the 
Code may be modified only by action of a plenary ses-
sion of an International Botanical Congress on a resolu-
tion moved by the Nomenclature Section of that Congress. 
The next Congress will be held in Melbourne, Australia, 
in August 2011.

Anyone proposing changes in the Code should be fa-
miliar with the basic procedure. (1) After each new edition 
appears, proposals to amend it are published in Taxon (see 
below), where they are numbered serially. (2) Prior to the 
next International Botanical Congress, a “Synopsis of pro-
posals” assembles all of these, organised by Article and 
Recommendation, and republishes them with appropriate 
comments from the Rapporteurs but without the justifica-
tion accompanying the original publication. (3) A ballot for 
the Preliminary Mail Vote (an entirely advisory opinion 
from individuals) is sent to those entitled to vote at the same 
time as the Synopsis, and the ballots are tabulated so that 
the results are available at the nomenclature sessions of the 
Congress. (4) The Nomenclature Section, meeting ahead 
of the main sessions of the Congress, considers proposals, 
including any amendments offered, and acts upon them on 
the basis of a combination of individual and institutional 
votes. (5) Decisions of the Nomenclature Section are rati-
fied by vote of a plenary session of the Congress.

Details of the method of appointment of the Rappor-
teurs, and of those eligible to vote in the Preliminary Mail 
Vote (principally members of IAPT) and at the nomencla-
ture sessions of the Congress, appear in the Code, Division 
III (McNeill & al., l.c. 2006: 117–118). In this respect one 
small change was introduced at the Vienna Congress—any 
institution desiring to vote at the Nomenclature Section in 
Melbourne, and not listed as having been allocated a vote 
at the Nomenclature Section in Vienna (see McNeill & al. 
in Englera 29. 2007), should make known to the Bureau 

of Nomenclature (through the Rapporteur-général, see ad-
dress above) their wish to be allocated one or more votes 
and should provide relevant information regarding the 
level of taxonomic activity in their institution.

Timetable and regulations for proposals
In our capacities as Rapporteur-général and Nomencla-

ture Editor of Taxon (JMcN), as Vice-rapporteur designate 
(NJT), and as Editor-in-chief of Taxon (SRG), we have de-
cided that the following timetable and regulations shall ap-
ply to proposals submitted to Taxon for consideration by the 
Nomenclature Section of the XVIII International Botanical 
Congress in Melbourne:

1. Taxon will open for proposals beginning now, for 
publication possibly starting in the February 2008 issue.

2. Taxon will close for proposals on 31 March 2010. 
Late submissions received by the end of June 2010 may be 
accepted at the editors’ discretion if no reviewing or major 
editing is necessary.

3. Proposals should be submitted through the online 
electronic manuscript submission system (http://www
.taxon-manuscripts.org/author/index.php) as with other 
MSS submitted to Taxon and be categorised as “Nomencla-
ture (incl. proposals)”.

4. Manuscripts must conform to the general standards 
of Taxon (see “Guidelines for authors” in Taxon 56: 284–
286. 2007, and also http://www.botanik.univie.ac.at/iapt/
s_taxonguidelines.php), except that the method of citing 
references follows that of the special guidelines for propos-
als to conserve and reject names (McNeill & al. in Taxon 
56: 249–252. 2007), which are also adopted in this paper.

5. The rationale for a set of proposals must be pre-
sented concisely; any main proposal comprising more than 
400 words of general expository text (rather less than half a 
page of Taxon in the font used for proposals) is liable to be 
rejected (or condensed) by the editors. Additional explana-
tion of individual proposals, when essential, must be ex-
tremely brief; any exposition with more than 125 additional 
words per proposal is also liable to be rejected by the edi-
tors. Alternatively, the text may be subjected to an ordinary 
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review process in order to establish whether the topic that 
the proposals address is of such importance or complexity 
as to justify greater space.

6. If a proposal results from a more general context, 
authors should make this the subject of a separate paper, 
to be considered as a mainstream article in Taxon (or 
some other journal), which will then be reviewed in the 
regular way and considered for acceptance in competition 
with papers on other topics. The proposal itself, including 
a cross-reference to the relevant article, can then be kept 
very brief.

Whereas the above space limitations do not apply to 
reports of Special Committees appointed to report to the 
XVIII International Botanical Congress, these should nev-
ertheless be as concise as possible.

Points to Note in Making Proposals
In making proposals, specific points that should be 

noted include:
1. Proposals to amend the Code at the Melbourne Con-

gress in 2011 must be based on the text of the Vienna Code 
(McNeill & al. in Regnum Veg. 146. 2006).

2. Proposals should state explicitly what change is pro-
posed, e.g.: “Change Art. 30.4 to read as follows:”; “Delete 
the second sentence of Art. 33 Note 2.”; “Reword the last 
line of Rec. 60D.1 as follows:”; “Add the following example 
to Rec. 45B:”. In other words, proposals should not consist 
simply of new text or exposition but should indicate exactly 
what text is to be altered, deleted, or added in the Code. A 

clearly expressed, concise proposal is more likely to be read 
sympathetically than a long complex argument or a series 
of repetitive proposals.

3. If a general principle applies to several Articles and 
Recommendations, the matter can often be covered suc-
cinctly by a single proposal, in which details are given at 
the most relevant point in the Code. If, for example, there 
should be a proposal to eliminate the ‘×’ sign for hybrids, 
or to make the rank of section equivalent to subgenus, it 
would not be necessary to make a separate formal proposal 
for amending every single passage where ‘×’ or ‘section’ is 
mentioned in the Code. By the same token, if acceptance of 
a proposal would require renumbering or rewording of the 
remainder of an Article or Recommendation, such changes 
would automatically be made by the Editorial Commit-
tee, and it is not necessary to make separate proposals for 
them. Separate proposals for derivative changes would only 
increase unnecessarily the text of the Synopsis and, espe-
cially, the number of mail votes to be cast and tabulated.

4. Proposers are, however, encouraged to provide a list 
of all the Articles and Recommendations believed to be af-
fected by a given proposal. This is of help to the Editorial 
Committee for the new Code whose main job is to ensure 
that any amendments adopted are fully integrated with the 
existing text and consistently implemented throughout. 
Details of examples that could illustrate the effect of a pro-
posal, even if not included in the formal proposal, are also 
welcomed by the Editorial Committee.
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